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51. INTRODUCTION 
Is THIS paper, we study foliated cobordisms of codimension one foliations of S’. 
In [6], Rosenberg and Thurston posed the following problem: Is the Reeb foliation of 
S3 foliated cobordant to zero’? We give a partial answer to this problem. Namely, we shall 
prove the foliation (S3, 9,). which is a slight generalization of the Reeb foliation, is foliated 
cobordant to zero (Theorem I). As a corollary, we obtain some other foliations of S3 and of 
lens spaces L’(k), which are also cobordant to zero. For the topological case, we are informed 
that J. Mather has proved that the Reeb foliation is topologically foliated cobordant to zero 
In [5], B. Reinhart discussed the characteristic numbers of closed manifolds admitting 
codimension one foliations. There he asserted that there existed a closed 4-manifold with 
signature = 2 admitting a codimension one foliation. Unfortunately, his proof was erroneous. 
In Theorem 2, we shall construct such a manifold using the null-cobordisms of (S3, S,) 
and others. In fact, we obtain a codimension one foliation of CP’ # CP’ # S’ x S3 
# S’ x S3, which answers a question raised in [ 1 ] (see $4 of [I]). 
Such a construction of foliated 4-manifolds was first suggested to me by I. Tamura and 
I would like to express my gratitude for the helpful conversations with him and his encourage- 
ment during the work. 
We shall work mostly in the smooth category and all the foliations we shall consider, 
will be smooth, of codimension one and transversely orientable unless otherwise stated. 
52. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let R” = {(x,, x2, . . . , x,) E R x x R) be an n-dimensional Euclidean space. R” has a 
standard codimension one foliation whose leaves are defined by x,, = constant. Given a 
smooth closed manifold M” (n = dim icP> then a codimension one foliation of M” is defined to 
be a maximal set of charts of M” modelled on R”, whose coordinate transformations preserve 
the leaves of the above foliation of R”. This means, locally, they are of the form; 
h(x,, . . . , x,) = (h,(x,, . _ . , x,), II,( E R”-’ x R’ = R” 
for (s,, , x,) E R”. 
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on R’. this defines a foliation of S’ x D’. This is, by definition, the Reeb foliation of S’ x D2 
and denoted by (S’ x D’, FR). 
Consider a non-singular vector field transverse to the Reeb foliation of S’ x D2 which is 
inward normal at the boundary. It always has a closed orbit. 
Take the circle S’ x (0) in S’ x D’ and give it the orientation SO that every positive 
closed transversal of the above vectorfield is homotopic to a positive multiple of this one. 
We call S’ x {O] with such an orientation, the oriented circle of the Reeb component. This 
is clearly well-defined. By the oriented Reeb componenr, we mean the Reeb foliation of 
S’ x D2 with a specified oriented circle and denote it by (S’ x D’, [S,]) and by (S’ x D2, 
[F-R]-)r we denote the oriented Reeb component whose oriented circle has the opposite 
direction to that of(S’ x D2, [S,]). Obviously, the leaves of(S’ x D2, [FR]-) are the images 
of those of (S’ x D2, [S,]) under the reflection of S’ x D2 on .S’-factor. 
Let p1 : S’ -+ S2 be a Hopf fibration and let S2 = D,’ u (S’ x Z) u Dz2 be a decom- 
position of S’. S3 has an induced decomposition; 
S3 = p1 -‘(D,‘) u p,-‘(S’ x I) u pl-‘(Dzz). 
Consider on each pI -l(D,‘) z SL x Di2(i = 1, 2) the oriented Reeb component (S1 x D2, 
[S,]) whose oriented circle has the same direction as the fibre of p1 and on P~-~(S’ x I), 
and hvhich is diffeomorphic to T* x I, the foliation whose leaves are T” x {t), t E 1. The folia- 
tion of S3 thus obtained is, by definition, (S3, 9,). In short, we put 
(S3, 9,) = (S,’ x D,‘, [S,]) u (T2 x I, T2 x {t ) u (Szl x D,‘, [.FR]). 
LEMMA 1. Let (S’, 9,‘) be the foliation defined by 
(S,’ x D,‘, [S,]-) u (T2 x I, T2 x {t}) u (S,’ x D,‘, [FR]). 
Then, (S3, 9,‘) = -(S3, 9,). 
Proof. The reflection of S,’ extends to the reflection of S3 which preserves the leaves of 
(T’ x 1, T’ x if>) and those of (Szl x D2’, [FR]). This gives a diffeomorphism from 
(.P, 3,‘) to -(P, 9,). 
The following lemma is also easily proved and we omit the proof. 
LEMMA 2. (S3, F1) is not d#eomorphic to -(S3, Fl). 
Remark 1. By Lemma 1, it follows that 
(S,’ x D’, [S,]-) u (T” x I, T’ x (t)) u (S,’ x D,‘, [S,]-) = (S3, Fl) 
and 
(S,’ x D,‘, [FR]) u (T2 x I, T2 x (1)) u (S,’ x D22, [.FK]-) = -(S3, 9,). 
They are distinguished by the linking number of oriented circles 
Remark 2. The same arguments, as the ones in this section, are also valid for the Reeb 
foliation of S3 where the compact leaf is a single 2-dimensional torus. 
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$4. THE FOLLATION (5’ I D’ .’ I, .F,-) 
In this section. we construct a special foliation of S’ x D2 x / which we shall need in 
the later sections. Let I, x I2 be the rectangle {(r. t) : 0 < r < 1. - 1 < t < 1). Set 
C1 = {(r. t) E II x 12: (r - 1)2 f (t + 1)’ < $: 
C2 = {(r, t) E I, x I?: (r - 1)’ - (t - 1j2 6 +} 
and let L be I, x I2 - (Int C, u Int C,). Consider the graph defined by r = (+)r”3 + i, and 
denote by A the area {(r, t) E L; f > (t)r”’ + +] u {(r, 0); 0 < r d I}. We let R,, T (resp. B,, ,) 
denote the segment, [(r, t) E L: f = T for - 1 < T < -S (resp. S < r < I):-. 
FIG. I 
Consider a smooth function fdefined on D = {(r, t) EL: - $ < t < 8) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) f(r, t) = 0 if (r, t) E A. 
(2) f(0, t) is a smooth function with ?J(O, t)jc’t > 0 for al! --; < t < 4. 
(3) Near B,, -7,8fis of the fo rmf(r, t) = -exp( l,!(t + +)) and near B,, 7,8 f is of the 
formf(r, t) = exp( l/(t - i)). 
Such a function clearly exists. 
Let V be the manifold with corner which is obtained by spinning L around the axis 
I(r = 1) and let n : V + L be the natural projection. The graph off a rc and its translations 
G=jfsir(~i-l(D))+s;s~R ‘) c V x R’ 
together with the family of subsets, 
r~I_-IIJ-;~81~-‘I~,,.) x RI U P-‘(&,J x R’ 
47/8.1] 
of V x R’ make a whole set of leaves of a smooth foliation of V x R’. This foliation is 
clearly invariant under Z-action on the RI-factor. Therefore, passing to the quotient, we 
have a smooth foliation of V x S’. Since V is homeomorphic to D2 x I, we denote this 
foliation by (S’ x (0’ x I). FT). Note that on x -‘(tC,n:-9~t~-f~)xs’andon 
z-‘(ZC, n (4 < t < $1) x .S’ the foliation is equivalent to a Reeb component (S’ x D*, YR) 
respectively and their oriented circles have the opposite direction to each other. 
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On C’((0, t); - 1 6 t d 1) x S’ the foliation is a pull-back of trajectories of some 
smooth non-singular vector field on S’ x 1 which we will denote by (S’ x 1, .Fj (Fig. 2). 
FIG. 2 The foliation (S’ r: I, F). 
SS. THE FOLIATED COBORDISM (Y,, 3,) 
Let pi, : L3(k) -+ S’ be the principal S’-bundle over S’ with Euler 
g Z and let S* = D,’ u (S’ x 1) u Dz2 be the usual decomposition, 
corresponding decomposition; 
L3(k) = pk-l(D,“j u pk-‘(S’ x I) u pI,-‘(Dzz) 
which is equivalent to 
S’ x D,’ u S’ x (S’ x I) u S’ x D,‘, 
class k E H2(P, Z) 
then L3(k) has the 
where the pasting maps are diffeomorphisms of T’. The foliation (L(k), 9J is now defined to 
be: 
(S’ x D,‘, [FR]) u (S’ x (S’ x I), S’ x F) u (S’ x Dz’, [F,Jj. 
We let the oriented circles of (S’ x Di2, [FR]) (i = 1, 2) have the same direction as the 
canonical orientation of the fibre of L(k). 
LEMMA 3. There exists a foliated cobordism ( Ykgkj such that Z(Y,, 9?p) = (L3(k), J’?J 
- 2(S’, FL). Further the intersection matrix of Y, is (k). 
Proof. Let pr. : L,(k) -+ S2 be the associated unit D2-bundle of pk : L(k) + S’. Let 
Di’ x Dfiz be the subbundle of p-‘(Di’) (i = 2), whose fibre the disk radius +. 
Put Y,’ = L,(k) - (Int[D,’ x Df,?) u Int(D2” x D:,J}. Y,’ is decomposed into 
(Y,’ n p,-‘(D,‘)) u (ii,-‘(S’ x I)) u (Y,’ n $n-‘(Dz’j). 
This is equivalent to 
D,’ x ?D’ x [_t. I] u (S’ x I) x D’ u Dz2 x ZD’ x [+, I]. 
ht hz 
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Here hi(i = 1, 2) is a bundle map such that the following diagram commutes. 
aDiz x aD’ x [l/2, I] hi S’ x D” 
\’ /Lj. 
a Di2 = S’. 
To round the corners of Y,‘, we must “push” the part S1 x / x Df,,2 slightly inward 
from the boundary of St x I x D’ (Fig. 3). 
FIG. 3 
We denote by Y, the smooth manifold obtained in this way. Clearly, Y, has a decomposition 
which is equivalent to 
D,* x S’ x [), I] u S’ x Vu D2’ x S’ x [t, I] 
where V is the manifold defined in $4 and the pasting maps are similar ones to h,(i = 1, 2). 
Making use of this decomposition, we define (Y,, yL) to be 
(I x S’ x D’, I x [FR]) u (S’ x D2 x I, 9-T) u (I x S’ x D2, I x [FR]); 
here we choose the direction of the oriented circles of [9,1’s so that it coincides with that 
of the fibre of dl;,(X-) = L(k). This is our desired foliated cobordism. It can be checked this is 
a cobordism between (L(k), %“n) and 2(S3, Fi). 
The intersection matrix of Yk is equal to that of D,(k) which is clearly (k). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
COROLLARY. For any integers k and k’, (L(k), ZJ and (L(k’), J?~,) arefoliatedcobordant. 
The foliated cobordism ( Yi, gk) which was obtained in this section will be used in the 
succeeding sections. 
S6. THE MAIN THEOREhl 
The following is our main theorem. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a foliated cobordism (A’, .X) SLICII that 2(X, X) = (S’, FL) 
md the signature of X is equal to one. In fact, we can take X to be diqeomorphic to 
7P2 # S’ x S3 - Int 0’. 
To prove this, we need a well-known theorem of J. 1Mather [2]. 
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THEOREM (blather). Let Diff,“(l, ?f) be the group of orientation presercing C”- 
diffeomorphisms of an interzal ujhich are the identit,v near the boundary. Then 
H,(DiR_ “(1. SZ). Z) = 0. 
In other wordy. each element cp E Diff_ “(1, ?I) is expressed as a composition of commutators 
of such diffeomorphisms. 
The following proposition is very useful for construction of codimension one foliations 
and can be proved by the same method as in Lemma of [3]. 
PROPOSITIOS. Let F be a compact manifold pr.ith bormdar>, and let F’ he a submanifold of 
?F of the same dimension. Asswne that F has corners along the borrndar_v of F’. Let Q be the 
total space of a smoothjbre brrndlr ocer the circle withjbre F and let Q’ be the srrbbrmdIe of 
Q rchosejbre is F’. Then Q has a codimension one foliation hacing the follobL.kg properties; 
(1) Q’ is a con7pnct leaf. 
(2) The other leaces of this foliatiotl intersect transcersally to ?Q - Q’, and they are 
cliffeomorphic to F - F’. 
Using this theorem and proposition, we shall prove two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Let S(m) be a trco-dimensional closed manifold of genus m and take a small 
disk D’ in S(m). Then for some m there exists a codimension one foliatiorl on (S(m) - Int D’) x I 
such that 
(1) (S(m) - Int D’) x 21 are compact leaces. 
(2) On a(S(m) - Int D’) x I the foliation is equivalent to (S’ x /, F). 
Proof. The foliation (S’ x 1, F) is obtained from the trivial foliation of / x I; 
(1 x 1, 1 x {t}; t E I), by identifying {O] x 1 and {I} x 1 by a diffeomorphism cp belonging to 
Diff+“(/, 21). From the above Theorem of Mather, for some NZ cp is expressed in the form: 
cp = [Y,, cp21 ‘.. [Vhl-Lr (PZ”l. 
Take standard generators zl, /3,, . . . r*,,, , fi,,, of 7r1(S(m) - Int D*). Define the homomor- 
phism ; 
0 : rr,(S(m) - Int 0’) -+ Diff+n(/, ?l) 
so that cD(cci) = g~~~__~, @(pi) = cpz,. for i = 1, . . , m. Consider the universal covering space 
S-D2 of S(m) - Int D’ and make a fibre bundle; 
E = (S(riGD’) x I---f S(m) - Int D* 
RI 
where X, = x,(S(m) - Int 0’) which operates on 1 through CD and on S(n2) - Int D* as 
covering transformation group. Note that E is diffeomorphic to (S(m) - Int D’) x 1. E has a 
codimension one foliation defined by local sections of E, as the structure group JT~ is 
totally disconnected. Denote this foliation by ((S(m) - Int 0’) x I, 9) or by (E, 8). 
It is easily seen that (E, 9) satisfies (I). Since a([~,, PI] ... [r,,,, /?,I) = [ql, (p7] ... . 
[cpzm- I, cpz,] = cp the foliation (E, F=) restricted to a(.S(m) - Int D’) x I= S’ x I is just 
the same as (S’ x I, s). Thus (E, F) satisfies (2). 
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Remark 1. In [8], we have constructed a null-cobordism of a foliation of S3 which 
is different from the present one. 
Remark 2. We do not know whether the classical Reeb foliation is foliated cobordant 
to zero or not. Our argument will fail since we can not use the theorem of Mather for this 
foliation. We can prove however, by the similar method as above, that twice the Reeb folia- 
tion is topologically foliated cobordant to zero. For this, we use the following lemma instead 
of the theorem of Mather, which is easily proved. 
LEMMA. Let cp : I-+/be a homeomorphism of the interval, rchich satisfies q(t) > t for all 
t E Int /. T/ren cp is expressed bJ a product of commutators of homeomorphisms of I. 
$7. FOLIATED 4-MANIFOLDS 
In this section, we shall construct codimension one foliations of closed 4-manifolds 
whose signatures are nonzero. In fact, we prove the following: 
THEOREM 2. For any integer k, there exists a closed 4-mantfokd admitting a codimension 
one foliation, whose signature is equal to 2k. In particular, CP2 f CP2 # S’ x S3 # S’ x S3 
has n codimension one foliation. 
First, we shall prove a lemma. 
LEMMA. There exists a foliated cobordism (S’ x D3, .X2) such that d(S’ x D3, X2) = 
(L(O), 20) = (S’ x S2, .X0). 
Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 5. Consider the manifold; 
Six Ct/=S’x D3=S1~Tl(m)uS’xEuS’xTz(m). 
We apply the proposition in the previous section to S’ x Ti(m) and foliate so that 
S’ x (aTi - Int Di2) are compact leaves (i = 1, 2). Since S’ x E has a foliation induced 
from (E, ,F), this gives rise to a foliation of S’ x D3, which we denote by (S’ -x D3, X2). 
Clearly, d(S’ x D3, .Y2) = (S’ x S*, X,,). 
COROLLARY. There exisfs a concordance (S3 x I, .YO) such that d(S3 x 1, ~3’~) = 2(S3, 
g;,>. 
Proof: Define (Z,, 49,) = ( Y0 u S’ x D3, gO u X,) where the identification is made 
along (S’ x S’, A“J. It is easily verified that Z, is diffeomorphic to S3 x /and that d(Z, , yO) 
= 2(S3, 9,). 
Now the proof of Theorem 2 is easy. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since we can make a “sum” of two foliated manifolds along 
transversal closed curves (see for example, [I, $5]), we have only to prove the theorem for 
k = 1. Take two copies of (X, TX) of Theorem 1. Connect them by the concordance (S3 x 1, 
9’,,), then we have a closed 4-manifold admitting a smooth codimension one foliation. This 
manifold is diffeomorphic to CP2 # CP2 # S’ x S3 # S’ x S3 as is easily verified. Hence 
the signature of it is equal to 2. This proves Theorem 2. 
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Remark 1. If we use the cobordism which was mentioned in the remark of Lemma 5 
we can directly construct a b-manifold admitting a codimension one foliation whose signature 
is equal to 2k for each k # 1. 
Remark 2. It was remarked in [4] and [j] that there are no restrictions on the charac. 
teristic numbers of closed manifolds which admit codimension one foliations. except tha, 
Euler number = 0 and signature = 0. Theorem 2 says that the only restriction is actually 
Euler number = 0. 
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